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The Mambure Family
Introducing our Journey as Missionaries
We believe that God called
you and Us to work together
to reach out to a world of sin
that cries out to God for help.
We can only work together to
play our part and achieve a
few things that God wants us
to achieve for the sake of the
gospel and building up his

Kingdom. This is the reason
we are glad to share our life
and ministry with you
through this newsletter.

More often than not people
ask us , “Can you please introduce yourselves and what you
do?” Quite often we have to
let people into our shoes to
understand fully what we do
in a concise statement. The
best way to answer who Lucia
and Davis Mambure are is to
defer saying, “We are Tapona’s parents, working with
other parents who have children, like ours, with physical
and mental challenges in Zimbabwe. We have been called
by God to serve as missionaries with Campus Crusade for
Christ; now know as CRU.
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We were led by God in 2008
to set up a foundation called
Chenga Ose Association for
women with physically and

mentally challenged children.
COA; as normally called,
grew from 101 members in
2008 to nearly 600 caregivers
in 2020. God showed us the
need to work with caregivers,
particularly women, so that we
can work together in support
groups with the caregivers to
offer each other emotional,
spiritual and social support
necessary to offer the best
care and supports for our
children. Through these support groups, we have managed to train our members to
love on their children; letting
their children go out of the
closet to go out and play with
others. We have also found
better ways to raise support
and to feed their families.
Some of the initiatives came
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out of necessity through the
result of our intervention.
This included farming projects, provision for sanitary
pads and food distribution
during COVID Lockdown.

As Missionaries with Campus Crusade (CRU)
The Lord has called us
through Life Ministry International to work with Campus
Crusade for Christ International, also known as CRU in
the US. We were appointed in
June 2022 to serve with one
of the 5 strategies of Cru
called the Global Church
Movements (GCM) as GCM
National Team Leaders. As
we accepted this challenge,

the leadership made us aware
that although the responsibility is huge the ministry was
built upon the foundation of
trusting the Lord and walking
in faith. For example, we are
to raise enough support for
both of these ministries and
our personal needs. We are at
that stage of identifying ministry partners who can walk
along with us in this journey

and help us lead the GCM
staff of dedicated men and
women on the cutting edge of
church planting and discipleship of multiplying disciples.
Our goal is to plant a church
for every thousand people.
We are excited to see GOD
create new space to build His
kingdom in and through His
Holy Spirit.
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Stories from the field
studying of God’s Word together. We
invested to pray and evaluate our leadership development process through
the Multiply Churches and Communities Leadership Development model in
Mauritius.

From down South to the Oceanic
Region of the Indian Ocean
As GCM National Leader, my heart
and focus is to ensure that my team is
well equipped and empowered enough
to enable us to support churches in
Zimbabwe to build movements everywhere. As Campus Crusade, our
goal is to plant a vital church for every
community. These communities include city homes in high rising buildings, rural villages, farming and mining
communities, digital space, colleges,
universities and schools, prisons and
squatter camps. We feel the urgency to

“win-build” to send multiplying disciples in our quest to fulfill the great
commission. Matthew 28:18-20.
Pastor Sanjaye Sahye of Mauritius and
I (Davis) were part of the 3 year process called MCC. We spent time in

Pastor Sahye was blessed by our ministry in Mauritius where our colleagues
Bruno and Nadine are serving as
National Directors for Campus Crusade International– Mauritius.
Through the MCC, we have seen 200
leaders trained in sowing seeds to
evangelize and in the multiplication of
disciples.

Meeting with Colleagues
Children with
special needs
tend to be a
blessing
to
empower couples on the
cutting edge of
ministry. This
is how we describe ourselves
because over
and over again we see couples in ministry going through painful cycles of
watching our very own kids suffer
Bruno and
Nadine have a
similar story
like ours.
Both of us
have seen god
glorified
through our
children with
special needs

right there in front of us. Truth be
told, few people understand what pain
pastors with children with disabilities
endure after praying for others, healing the sick and casting out demons
yet living with a thorn in the flesh, like
Paul. The story of Mollets with their
Princess is pretty much the same with
our story with our heir apparent. We
feel there is a much bigger purpose to
reach out to all pastors and leaders
with similar stories in order to reach a
whole generation of caregivers with
family members with disabilities!

The joy of serving
The work that

Lucia does
with children
with disabilities and caregivers is
priceless!!!
To see more;
visit
www.chengao
se.com
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The Cost of Ministry and Walking with the Poor
As we begin our journeys of leading
others to Christ, training multiplying
disciples to plant multiplying churches
and building movements and faith
communities, we have also come to
learn how ministry is not easy; it is
difficult work!!.
Ministry is filled with many demon
possessed terrain and the devil plays
schemes as his means to devour. He
so hates the emergence and rise of
authentic, God fearing people who are
sold out for Christ. He wants nothing
less than to destroy missionaries who

are on the cusp of soul harvesting.
Jesus paid the cost with his own life
and so did the disciples. Sometimes
the cost is martyrdom, yet few would
dare talk about it because it sounds so
scary!
For us, it takes different forms and
sizes but we have had our own rough
times including the joy and pain of
walking and identifying with the poor.

avoid doing ministry for fear of ending up poor themselves. We constantly
ask ourselves, “If not us; Who? If not
now, When? And if not in this community, Where? We however need to
pause and ask, “If not with you, who
shall we go and serve or partner in this
work?”
We serve
alongside
our children!!!

One of the communities that we serve
in is called Epworth. We planted a
church in this community that is well
known for poverty. Most pastors

Support Groups for Caregivers
Most of our caregivers are single
mothers. This is common in most
patriarchal societies like Zimbabwe.
Woman are less valued and often
blamed for giving birth to a child with
disabilities. When a woman gives birth
to a child with a physical or mental
disability, the man usually walks away
or marries another woman. As a result, disability has often been associated with poverty.
Our caregivers often end up on the
streets vending just to fend for their

families. This has been our experience
over and over again. Support groups
have been formed to offer services
such as counseling, emotional, psychological support and spiritual comfort.
In Campus Crusade we call this prayer, ‘care-share’.
Lucia introduced support groups as a
way of helping caregivers who live
within the same geographical location
to meet at least once every month and
offer support to each other.

their families are
doing, provide
new opportunities
In Zimbabwe
being offered by
Disability has
government or
often been
other developclosely
ment
agencies
associated
and provide each
with poverty
other skill training
on various issues.
Support groups
always gives people in the same group
hope with a sense of belonging.

Many caregivers meet and discuss how

Food for the hungry during COVID-19 Lockdown
One morning during the COVID-19
national lockdown,
we received a
phone call from a
friend in Epworth
that our COA children were dying of
hunger. We only had $100 among over
300 families, including us. We looked
up to God and needed to go out in
faith and buy mealie meals. In the

middle of planning and praying for a
solution, one of our friends called and
asked what it is we were praying for.
Before evening that day, she and her
husband were on Facebook, challenging friends to match their giving towards the cause of feeding the families
in Zimbabwe. From that act of faith,
400 families were fed for four months
with food enough to serve an average
family of 6 people! As a result, COA

membership grew from 300 in
2019 to over 500 in 2020. New
support groups were formed from
3 main groups to 20 groups with
coordinators from 3 to 14. We
learned that God honors small
steps of faith to grow like a mustard seed.
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To support the Mambure family, service
and ministry there are two ways to partner
with us:

Phone: +263772911987/+263774335016
E-mail: davis.mambure@lmzimbabwe.org
mamburedavis@gmail.com
lmambure@gmail.com

Through CRU
You can give directly by credit card or EFT
online by visiting CRU online. The dona-

Let’s do ministry together!

Through LIFE International: please visit
our website; www.chengaose.com/give
and follow the specific prompts. Please ensure that you note that you are giving to
COA.

V I S I T C H E NGA O S E A S S O C I A T I O N
ON

tions page is https://give.cru.org. You can
make one time gifts or set up automatic
reoccurring gifts easily. To give, search by
either our staff number; 1151756 or by
name: Davis Mambure. You can also
click HERE. Please know that gifts need to
have either our staff number or name associated for us to receive.

T HE WEB

To contact the Mambures directly please
call or use WhatsApp at :

W W W . C H E NGA O S E . C O M

Davis: +263772911987

Farming for Caregivers in Chinyani Village
One of the things that we keep on
challenging caregivers and those who
serve with us is the continual need to
serve with their own hands so as to

Lucia stands poses
for picture in front of
the maize that was
planted by caregivers in Chinyani

move away
from
dependency
to “group”

self-sustainability.

livestock farming will take place.

We have observed that many donors
and supporters grow fatigue when
they keep giving as if they are throwing their monies into a bottomless pit.
Therefore, we came up with a farming
project which started in Chinyani rural
village for growing maize. Maize is a
staple food for most Zimbabweans. In
2019, 2 hectares were put into use and
caregivers grew maize and sugar
beans. This seed project was however
affected by drought which occurred
shortly after fertilizer had been applied
on to the field yet enough lessons of
doing this at a larger scale despite poor
rain fall were learned. COA has since
identified a farm on which crop and

Most Zimbabweans know how to
grow crops and keep livestock. With
enough support in agricultural inputs
such as seed and fertilizers, COA
plans to take farming to the next level
as a way to avert hunger and extreme
poverty for our support groups of
families with disabilities in Zimbabwe.

